
Reception Homework – Spring Term 2 

Homework activities for this half term are described below; all activities are based upon our topic of ‘Are We There Yet?’ and areas of the curriculum that we will be 

learning about. Children will receive ClassDojo Points for completing the tasks. When children complete a task, please sign and date next to the task description - tasks can 

be completed in the homework book and/or photographs and videos uploaded to ClassDojo portfolio or Tapestry. Please return homework books to school every 

Wednesday so that we can share tasks as they are completed. All tasks need to be completed by Wednesday 29th March.  

1 Dojo point 3 Dojo points 5 Dojo points 

Task 1 

Which forms of transport would you like to learn 

about? What journeys could we take (real or 

fictional)? 

Please return the attached ideas ticket with your 

ideas as soon as possible! 

Task 4 
During Spring, seeds begin to grow. Try sowing some 
seeds to grow something at home. Keep a close eye 
on them and observe the changes in them – have they 
sprouted? How tall is the seedling? How many leaves 
does it have? What is the stem like? What will it turn 
into?  
 

 

Task 7 
Choose a familiar walk from your home and go on an 
adventure with an adult. On the walk talk about: 
your house number 
how to keep safe on the road 
directions – which way now? 
personal landmarks – a friend’s house, favourite shop 
Environmental print – road names or shop names. 

Task 2 

We have new tricky words on keyrings in our 

bookbags. Use these cards to play games to 

automatically recognise the words. How many words 

can you read in 30 seconds? Can you hide the words 

and play hide and seek with them? 

Task 5 

Go out and about in your garden or local area. What 

signs of Spring can you see? Draw a picture to show 

everyone what you saw. Can you write labels for your 

picture? 

Task 8 
During the walk (on the same or a different day) work 
together with an adult to make a record of the walk.  
e.g. take photographs or draw chosen landmarks 
take photographs or write a list of road names 
find a way of making a simple map of your walk 

Task 3 

Can you direct someone on a journey (pretend to be a 

sat nav!). This could be around the garden or house – 

the person will not move unless you tell them to. 

Don’t forget to use lots of directional and positional 

language to move them around!  

(up, on, over, under, turn, forward, backward) 

Task 6 
We are learning to write simple words, captions and 
sentences with spaces between words and full stops. 
Can you write about a journey that you have been on.  
 
We encourage the children to think about their own 
sentences but might help with a sentence starter of ‘I 
have been’ or ‘I went to’. Encourage the children to 
listen to the sounds that they can hear in the words 
and record them. They can use the sound mat to help 
them.  

Task 9 
Collect different materials from around the house and 
make a model of your favourite mode of transport. 
You could use empty boxes and packaging or building 
bricks. 
Please bring your model into school and we will 
display them.  
 

 


